The "emerging middle class" has become a force of great economic importance in consumer markets around the globe. This paper examines the impact of a substantial rise in Brazil's living standards on the development of the country's large soft-drink market, during a period which saw unprecedented growth in the share of generic soda brands. Relying on a unique combination of richly varying market and consumer-level data, we estimate a novel structural demand model that identifies a mechanism by which a household develops either a "premium brand habit" or a "frugal habit." We find strong empirical evidence of such persistence in preferences, and demonstrate that controlling for such consumption habits is instrumental for identifying the heterogeneous price sensitivities of different socioeconomic groups. Our model casts light on the nature of competition between premium brands and the expanding competitive fringe in an emerging market. In particular, our demand model provides support for Coca
Introduction
The "emerging middle class" has become a major economic phenomenon in consumer markets around the globe. Since the mid 1990s, many developing countries, as far-flung and varied as Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and Turkey, are experiencing an important socioeconomic transition, whereby a substantial mass of low-income households emerge from below the poverty line and begin to consume goods and services that they previously could not afford.
1 These "new consumers" can be viewed as a crucial engine of growth for the world economy. It is, therefore, important to develop empirical tools to quantify and assess the impact of such demographic shifts on the demand for consumer goods. This paper examines the impact of a substantial rise in living standards, among a large proportion of Brazilian households, on consumer choice for carbonated soft drinks (or "soda"). The soda category is an important branded food & beverage market, and the Brazilian market trails only the United States and Mexico by volume. Following a successful economic stabilization plan in 1994, aggregate consumption of soda doubled by 1997, and continued to grow at an annual rate of about 10% through 1999. As is well documented, this growth was fueled by pronounced upward mobility among lower income households, who were no longer forced to pay an "inflation to premium producers.
One might speculate whether Brazil's premium soda sellers were verging on what former Procter & Gamble (another premium brand seller) CEO Alan Lafley has dubbed "commodity hell," a situation in which a large mass of consumers are not willing to pay premium prices for a highly-advertised, high-margin product. Instead, these consumers adopt the frugal habit of choosing value products-whether retailers' "private labels" in developed markets or low-end entrants in developing ones-over premium brands. In our setting, an emerging middle class may well have been tilting the balance toward frugal consumption patterns, prompting the established duopoly to defensively cut prices.
In this paper we provide an empirical study of the relationship between Brazil's sweeping socioeconomic changes and the growing competitive fringe of soft drink producers during a period that spans over six years (December 1996 through March 2003 . We extend the literature on estimating differentiated-product demand systems by developing and implementing a model that is well-suited for such fast-changing markets and can be estimated off (predominantly) aggregate (market-level) data. Building on the random-coefficient logit framework, our model displays two novel features.
First, motivated by socioeconomic data used widely by marketing practitioners, consumers belong to either one of three discrete demographic groups: "Established Affluent" (EA), "Poor" (P) or "Newly Affluent" (NA). The EA group corresponds to households who were already "affluent" (according to widely-accepted definitions, as explained in Section 2 below) before the process of upward mobility began, while the NA group represents the emerging middle class. Whereas the EA population is fixed, households in the other two groups may either: (i) "move up" from poverty to newly affluent status, or (ii) fall from grace, returning to poverty after having joined the ranks of the newly affluent. Such downward mobility is apparent toward the end of our sample period, when a fraction of Brazil's new middle class was hit by a recession following the 1999 Brazilian crisis and the 2000-01 Argentine crisis next door. These aggregate trendsupward and downward mobility-are incorporated into the estimation of our model. Further, our model also allows for urbanization, another important demographic shift.
The second key component of our model is habit formation, of a special kind. In particular, a soda-consuming household develops a habit to consume either premium brands or generic products based on the consumption choice it made in the immediately preceding period. 5 We refer to this state-dependent consumer attribute as a "premium habit" versus a "frugal habit." We label this a Brand Type Persistence (BTP) model, as it captures a persistence in demand for a certain type of good (i.e., premium or generic). In our BTP model, developing a premium habit in period t − 1 (by consuming, say, Coke) increases the utility from consuming any premium brand (say, Coke, Fanta or Pepsi) in period t. Similarly, recent consumption of a generic brand provides a boost to the current utility from consuming any generic good. Notice that by defining habit as being developed with respect to a class of products (premium vs. generic) as opposed to particular products distinguishes our model from brand loyalty models. Our model captures P&G CEO Lafley's notion of "commodity hell" as a situation in which a substantial mass of households develop the frugal habit. 6 A household's type in our model is determined, therefore, by both its current socioeconomic standing (EA, NA or P) and the current habit (Premium, Frugal or No Soda), formed in the previous period. Crossing these definitions together yields nine household types. We track the population fractions belonging to each of these types over time by combining data on demographic trends with brand choices predicted from our utility framework given any guess of the model's parameters. As explained below, we develop an estimation procedure that, building on the GMM framework familiar from papers estimating differentiated-product demand systems, incorporates this dynamic updating process into each evaluation of the objective function.
Findings. Our results demonstrate that newly affluent households are significantly less price sensitive than the poor, but are more price sensitive than the established affluents. This ordering is consistent with the Financial Times article cited above that depicts the new customers as focused on value rather than on expensive brands. In addition, our results also provide strong evidence for the persistence mechanism, which is shown to be of both statistical and economic significance.
We employ our structural model in a counterfactual analysis that provides insights into Coca Cola's drastic price cut in July 1999. Our results demonstrate that, had premium brands failed to cut prices in 1999, they would have seen their market shares suffer substantial declines through 2003. Our BTP model, therefore, provides a strong justification for this strategic move.
One might view this result as trivial, since any reasonable demand model would predict that the failure of a premium brand to cut prices would lead to a drop in market share in an environment characterized by: (i) the rapid growth of a price-sensitive consumer segment, (ii) intensifying competition from generic competitors, and (iii) limited ability to price discriminate. Our analysis, however, demonstrates that it is the key component of persistence that we capture in our model that motivates a price cut as deep as that performed by Coca Cola.
The reason that accounting for persistence is a crucial component in analyzing Coca Cola's strategic considerations is that, once a new middle class develops a habit of choosing cheap 6 Having convinced a substantial share of consumers in mature markets to pay margins of 50% (say), heavy advertisers like CocaCola and Nestlé may "know" how to compete against similarly premium brand sellers such as Pepsico and Unilever. In contrast, competing against "value brand" sellers who challenge their very business model may fall outside their comfort zone.
substitutes over premium brands, it becomes more difficult to convince these consumers to pay as much as 100% more for the premium product. By cutting prices, Coca Cola ensured that a larger share of newly-affluent consumers would buy its premium products and develop a "premium habit" that would help defend premium market shares into the future. Our BTP mechanism, capturing Mr. Lafley's notion of "commodity hell," therefore provides a very strong incentive for a premium price cut.
To investigate the significance of the BTP mechanism, we estimate two model variants, each of which considers a variation in the persistence component. The first model variant allows for Soda Category Persistence-call this the SCP model. Here, choosing any soda in period t (i.e., either premium or generic) over the outside option increases the period-(t + 1) utility associated with any soda product. The second model variant, which we refer to as the No Persistence (NP) model, shuts down the persistence in preferences altogether. 7 Comparing estimates of our two model variants to those of the baseline BTP model reveals that the BTP model does a better job in capturing the heterogeneous price sensitivities of the established affluents, newly affluents and poor. As a consequence, it is the BTP model that delivers the compelling prediction according to which the "premium-to-generic" consumption ratio increases with socioeconomic standing: the BTP model predicts these ratios to be 2.1, 1.1 and 0.6 for the EA, NA and P groups, respectively. The SCP and NP models do an inferior job in generating this pattern (e.g., the NP model actually predicts that the poor's premium-to-generic ratio is higher than that of the newly affluent).
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We also employ the SCP and NP variant models in the same counterfactual analysis described above, which asks what would have happened had premium brands failed to cut prices. While these models also show that premium brands would have lost market share, the effect obtained from the SCP and NP models is substantially smaller compared to that obtained from the BTP model. This illustrates our claim, stated above, that incorporating brand-type persistence into the demand model is important for understanding Coca Cola's strategic considerations in its competition with the generic fringe.
Identification. Our demand model faces a familiar challenge from the literature on estimating models of habit formation: how can one separately identify consumer heterogeneity from persistence? As we explain in detail in the sections below, our model is identified off of rich cross-sectional and time-series variation in the data, including region-specific social mobility and pricing variation that is likely exogenous to demand unobservables. For example, following Salvo (2009), we argue that the magnitude and abruptness of Coca-Cola's nationwide price cut 7 Notice that the BTP model and its SCP variant are non-nested, while the NP model is nested in both the BTP and SCP models. 8 It is also worth noting that the BTP model predicts "inside shares" (i.e., fraction of households buying soda) of 54%, 25% and 7% for the established affuents, newly affluents and poor, respectively. This appears consistent with Argentine economist Nuria Susmel's statement to the Wall Street Journal (2011) that "(t)he middle class has the tastes of the wealthy and the salary of the poor." halfway into the sample period strongly suggests that it was unlikely to be correlated with any region-specific shocks to demand, making the price cut itself an effective instrument.
Our model implies that price sensitivity varies at the socioeconomic level, allowing this to be identified off of the observed co-variation of the socioeconomic shifts (i.e., upward-and downwardmobility) and the market shares. Identification of the persistence mechanism also follows from data variation: for instance, during the recession that sets in toward the end of our sample period, households fall back from newly-affluent status to the ranks of the poor-but even though prices remain quite stable, soda consumption does not fall.
This latter point is related to another important insight: failing to control for persistence may frustrate the identification of heterogeneous price sensitivities. In the absence of persistence, the model would have to interpret the events of the recession (i.e., the high soda consumption of an increasingly poor population) as evidence that the poor are "not that price sensitive." Indeed, as alluded to above, our NP model does not do a good job in separating out the price sensitivity of the poor from that of the newly affluents.
In Sections 3 and 4 below we provide more detailed arguments for the manner in which persistence manifests itself in our data, allowing us to identify it using observed data variation and the restrictions of the model.
Literature. Our study contributes to different lines of research. Studies that introduce habits or persistence into models of consumer behavior have been explored in the empirical economics and marketing literatures. Eichenbaum, Hansen and Singleton (1988), for instance, use US macroeconomic data to estimate a version of their representative consumer model that allows for non-time-separable consumer preferences (admitting habit formation as a special case). The marketing literature offers an extensive body of work on state-dependent preferences and brand loyalty. 9 Other papers have examined competition between branded goods and lower cost generics, such as in pharmaceuticals, e.g., Chaudhuri, Goldberg and Jia (2006) in India, Hurwitz and Caves (1988) and Scott Morton (2000) in the United States. Our work differs from the marketing literature in at least three dimensions. First, these studies tend to rely on micro-level panel data, repeatedly observing individual households' purchasing behavior (e.g., scanner data). By contrast, our paper demonstrates how a model with persistent preferences can be estimated with a panel of market-level data (in addition to a single cross-section of household-level data). We believe that the methodology developed here is more applicable to emerging markets, where repeated observations on a fixed panel of households may not be available, and-even if they are available-such data are likely to miss the demographic shift that lies at the heart of the study.
Second, the state dependence we model differs from brand loyalty. In our context, its source is the "heterogeneity of business formats/models" that is encountered in several emerging consumer markets today, i.e., the premium vs. generic dichotomy. In emphasizing this aspect of the market, our goal is to capture a potentially important mechanism in emerging markets, rather than to extend the literature on estimating brand loyalty effects.
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Third, the extant literature on brand loyalty often examines mature markets such as US orange juice or margarine (e.g., Dubé, Hitsch, Rossi and Vitorino 2008). In contrast, our emerging market setting enables us to rely on very rich data variation-in terms of both the composition of demand and the pricing behavior of firms. We argue that this setting is particularly valuable for the separate identification of state dependence from heterogeneous price sensitivities.
Finally, this paper wishes to contribute to our better understanding of agents in emerging market settings, such as the heterogeneity of consumers. Another recent example is Sancheti and Sudhir (2009) , who examine the consumption of education in India. The growth such markets have been experiencing in recent years makes us view such settings as exciting areas for applied microeconomic research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and the joint phenomena that motivate our analysis: upward social mobility and the growth of the generic fringe. Section 3 develops our demand model, explaining our estimation strategy. Section 4 discusses estimation results, including the counterfactual analysis that sheds light on the nature of competition between premium and generic brands. Intuitive arguments for identification are provided in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 concludes.
Market and data

Data sources and observed variables
This study brings together three main datasets and incorporates consumer-level as well as marketlevel data. We begin by briefly describing, in this subsection, the variables we observe from each of the three datasets (and provide further details in a data appendix). Then, in Subsection 2.2, we describe how these variables shed light on two striking features of the data, which we refer to as the Rise of Newly Affluent Households, and the Growth of the Competitive Fringe.
Data source 1: Product market data (Nielsen). We observe a panel consisting of total quantities and prices for individual established soft-drink brands and an aggregation of generic brands in the Brazilian market. There are G = 7 regions and T = 57 time periods, running from 10 Executives of a global "fast-moving consumer goods" firm meeting one of us recently in Delhi stated that "as a company in the A business we don't naturally understand the B business, where the value proposition is at the heart of it, putting us at a certain disadvantage when selling to the Bottom of the Pyramid in the Indian market." (To be clear, all words-including the terms in italics-are the executives' own, though in slightly rearranged order without modifying context.) Of interest, the China-based appliance manufacturer Galanz cites the National Bureau of Statistics in claiming that there were "nearly 300 brands in (the) Chinese market" in 2008 (Galanz 2008) . Abbott India's brands Digene, Eptoin and Cremaffin face competition from 211, 327 and 242 "regional" generics, respectively (as shared by the company during a corporate presentation in late 2011).
the December 1996-January 1997 bimonth to the March 2003 month (in 2000 Nielsen raised the frequency of its point-of-sale audits from a bimonthly to a monthly basis), such that there are G · T = 399 region-period markets. The geographic markets are urban and, as in Salvo (2009), we consider soft drinks sold through the predominant self-service channel in the predominant (2-liter) family-size bottle.
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Also following Salvo (2009), we aggregate flavors and brands into J = 9 brand-groups, indexed by j ∈ J where J = |J |. These include five brands of the Coca-Cola Company (Coke, Fanta, Kuat -a guaraná-flavored soda, Diet Coke and "Other Coca-Cola"), three brands marketed by Ambev (Guaraná Antarctica, Pepsi and "Other Ambev), and a ninth group of discount brands which Nielsen aggregates and we refer to as generics or "B brands." This latter group will be a focus of interest for us as it covers a fringe of small, regionally-focused operators who were able to grow substantially at the expense of the established firms' brands, as well as the outside good, by virtue of fierce price competition. We label the eight brands owned by Coca-Cola or Ambev as "premium brands," or "A brands" j ∈ A, whereas the group of (numerous) B brands is the only element of the set of generics B.
Much of our interest lies in understanding the process by which both premium and generic brands attempt to tap into the growth potential of the market. We observe the quantity and price, denoted by q jgt and p jgt respectively, associated with brand j ∈ J sold in the region-period market gt. To compute market share s jgt , defined as the share of market gt's population that consumes brand j, we need to define the size of the potential market. Our base specification defines the "size of market gt," denoted S gt , as six liters per week over the duration of period t multiplied by the number of urban households residing in region g (which we obtain from a fourth data source). One can interpret the six liters per week as three weekly family meals in which a 2-liter family-size bottle of soda might be brought to the table (rather than water, juice, etc.) One informal way to think of this market size is "the maximal amount of carbonated soft drinks that would be sold on this market under any reasonable situation." We then compute s jgt = q jgt /S gt . Finally, we define the share of the "outside option" (i.e., the population share not consuming soda) as s 0gt = 1 − j∈J s jgt .
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Data source 2: Socioeconomic composition of Brazil's urban households (IBOPE). To track the undercurrent of social mobility in the Brazilian economy, we rely on the proprietary LatinPanel survey from IBOPE, a leading (private-sector) provider of data on consumer demographics. 13 The survey, widely used by marketing practitioners, profiles urban households 11 Brazil is substantially more urbanized than, say, China or India, and its urban households (over four-fifths of total) buy their groceries mostly at supermarkets with checkouts, rather than the traditional "behind-the-counter" stores that are popular in rural areas. That is, "modern" or "organized" retail is prevalent in Brazil's urban areas. Family-size bottles (also known as "multi-serve" packaging) dominate "single-serve" (300ml) bottles or cans which are sold mostly through the bars and restaurants channel. 12 We are in the process of exploring alternative assumptions on the market size. 13 The company's name is so established among Brazilian households that, as cited in Wikipedia, it is synonymous with research (e.g., see the Aurélio Portuguese language dictionary). Coca-Cola Co. kindly shared the data with us for the purpose of this study. in Brazil's different regions based on their expenditure on durable goods and services (e.g., ownership of a refrigerator, number of TVs and bathrooms in a residence, current employment of house maids, education attainment). Adopting an industrywide points scale (ABEP 2003), each household is assigned to a "socioeconomic segment." 14 The IBOPE data that we have access to covers the period 1994-2006 (with 1995 missing) and provides the proportion of urban households that belong in either the "AB," "C" or "DE" groups (respectively with "high," "intermediate" or "low" levels of affluence) in each of seven (comprehensive) geographic regions. The IBOPE data indicate that the demographic composition of urban households: (i) was stable between 1994 and 1996; (ii) was characterized by the proportions of "AB" and "C" households sharply gaining ground between 1996 and 2000; and (iii) this upwardly mobile change in shares was partially reversed thereafter, consistent with a recession setting in at that time. In aggregate, the proportion of "DE" households fell from 50% in 1996 to 33% in 2000, then rose to 44% by 2003 (and, conversely, the proportion of "AB" households rose from 19% in 1996 to 33% in 2000, then fell to 23% by 2003).
An important (secular) demographic trend during the sample period was migration of households from rural to urban regions. Since these migrants tend to be relatively poor, this shift operates in the direction of increasing the share of "DE" urban households reported by IBOPE (as explained below, some of the subsequent reversion of the upward mobility observed in the IBOPE data can be attributed to the rapidly urbanizing, relatively underdeveloped North/Northeast region).
In sum, the striking feature emerging from the IBOPE data is the pronounced upward mobility of Brazilian households during 1997-2000. We provide further insight into this key phenomenon, and lay out how we model it, in Subsection 2.2 below.
Data source 3: Soda expenditure by different socioeconomic group (IBGE). Our third main data source allows us to relate household characteristics to soda consumption choices at the beginning of our period of study. We use an urban household expenditure survey that was conducted between October 1995 and September 1996 by IBGE, a federal agency equivalent to the US Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics combined. This survey (hereafter HEX 95/96) reports the type of soda brand purchased (as well as the amount spent) for consumption inside the home. Since households in the survey are not classified according to the ABCDE system, we use the detailed "balance sheet" data (e.g., ownership of a refrigerator, number of TVs and bathrooms in the residence, current employment of house maids, education attainment) to assign, like IBOPE does, the household to an (IBOPE) socioeconomic segment. We then cross the household's socioeconomic group (ABC or DE) with their spending on soda for inside-the-home consumption, namely: whether the household purchased soda during the week of reference, and, if so, which brand was purchased. Table 1 reports the extensive margin on purchases for inside-the-home consumption of soft drinks by socioeconomic group in the 10 cities covered by the HEX data (see the appendix for details on the mapping of these 10 cities to the seven Nielsen regions). Thus, for example, 34.5% of the metropolitan area of São Paulo's (region 4) ABC households in 1996 purchased soda for home consumption while only 19.8% of DE households did so (see the appendix for evidence and a discussion of the "intensive margin" of household soda consumption).
We also compute, for each of the g = 1, ..., 7 regions, the share of ABC households who consume a premium brand, the share of ABC households who consume a generic soda product, and similar figures for DE households. These reflect the covariation between a household's socioeconomic standing and its consumption choices, which will help identify heterogeneous price sensitivity effects for different consumer segments. 16 Our subsequent modeling of households at each point in time as either premium or frugal (or outside good) shoppers in the soda category, but not "hybrids," is consistent with the HEX data. As explained below, the fact that the HEX survey was conducted shortly before the beginning of our Nielsen market data allows us to use this information as an "initial condition" for the evolving relationship between socioeconomic standing and consumption choices. Additional data sources. As detailed in the appendix, our analysis draws on further data sources. In particular, we use: (i) the population of urban households by region from IBGE's expanded annual household demographics surveys (PNAD), (ii) proprietary McCann-Erickson data on advertising intensity at the brand-market level, (iii) proprietary temperature data (a natural demand shifter) from the National Institute of Meteorology, and (iv) data on cost shifters such as the prices for sugar, plastic and electricity. As described above, the studied period is characterized by a potent process of upward mobility, by which households "move up" from DE to ABC status, with gains being partially reversed toward the later part of the sample. What likely explains these demographic shocks?
Economic reforms in the early 1990s, including trade liberalization and, most notably, the Real stabilization plan of 1994 which brought very high and chronic inflation under control, were 16 As Table 1 indicates, say for São Paulo Metro, among every 1000 ABC households in 1996, 331 purchased premium brands and 14 purchased generic soda; comparable figures for every 1000 DE households are 173 premium-soda buyers and 26 generic-soda buyers. Across all cities, DE soda-consuming households were more likely to purchase generics over premium brands (12 : 163) relative to ABC soda-consuming households (11 : 339).
followed by strong consumption growth across the Brazilian economy, particularly among lowerincome households. To illustrate, Figure 1 reports per capita consumption between the mid 1980s and mid 2000s in two different sectors-beverages (soft drinks) and housing (cement); a similar temporal pattern leading up to 2000 is present. 17 The Boston Consulting Group (2002), reporting on its own household survey, spoke of the emergence of a middle class with "very strong consumer potential," whereas Fátima Merlin, chief economist for the Brazilian Association of Supermarkets (ABRAS), referencing the same IBOPE data that we use, stated that "following the Real Plan, thanks to price stability and real growth in workers' earnings, consumer markets experienced entry by households previously outside such markets, with upward migration from the 'E' and 'D' segments of the population to the 'C' segment, as the IBOPE data indicate" ( 18 One should also note that continued urbanization, most marked in the relatively less urbanized North/Northeast region, implies that, all else equal, the proportion of DE households was bound to grow over time, as rural migrants arriving at the city are typically the least affluent.
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We seek to incorporate these demographic shifts, as captured in the IBOPE data described above, into a consumer choice model. To this end, we define three socioeconomic groups: "Established Affluent" (EA), "Newly Affluent" (NA) and "Poor" (P).
The "Established Affluent" group consists of urban households who were already in ABC status in 1996, i.e., before the process of upward mobility captured in our data takes off (see Subsection 2.1 above). This group's size (i.e., the number of such households) is thus fixed, in each of the seven regions, at the initial level of ABC households in that region, computed using the IBOPE data. 20 Denote the number of Established Affluent households in the regionperiod market gt by M EA,gt . To emphasize, each region's M EA,gt series is held constant over all sample periods t = 1, ..., 57. We define the size of the "Poor" group in each region by the contemporaneous level of urban households who (based on IBOPE) belong to socioeconomic segment DE, denoting this measure by M P,gt . Finally, we define the size of the "Newly Affluent" group in market gt as the difference between the contemporaneous number of ABC households (momentarily denote this by M ABC,gt ) and the region's initial (i.e., 1996) number of ABC households (which fixed the value of M EA,gt for all t = 1, ..., 57 as explained above). In the data, this difference M ABC,gt − M EA,gt is strictly positive for all markets t > 1 and zero for t = 1; denote this mass of newly affluent households by M N A,gt . To be clear, any number of households who are in ABC status in period t > 1 in excess of the number of ABC household at the beginning of the studied period are considered time-t newly affluent households. 21 22 One should note that the zero (by definition) number of newly affluents in period 1 is justified by the fact that, in the IBOPE data, the process of upward mobility takes off just before our Nielsen sample of the soda market begins (late 1996) . This modeling assumption is also consistent with press and trade articles from the time. For example, our M N A,gt measure for mid 1999, summed across 7 Nielsen regions, translates into 20m consumers, a notch below the Financial Times' (June 1999) count of "(Brazil's) 25m new consumers," noting that Nielsen does not cover the northern states and that our study relates to urban areas. Figure 2 plots the evolution of socioeconomic composition by region, i.e., the population fractions of established affluent, newly affluent and poor households. The figure clearly demonstrates the emergence of a new middle class. The increase, toward the end of the sample period, in the fraction of the poor at the expense of the fraction of newly affluents reflects the joint effects of the recession and the urbanization process as discussed above. There are large regional disparities, with region 1 (states in the Northeast) being the most poor (65% of its urban households are initially poor) and region 4 (São Paulo Metro) being the most affluent (36% of urban households are initially poor).
The Growth of the Competitive Fringe
Brazil's soft drink industry was characterized by two "dominant firms"-the Coca-Cola Company and Ambev-facing a competitive fringe (Ambev was formed through the merger of Antarctica and Brahma in 2000). At the start of our sample, Coca-Cola Co's flagship brand, Coke, commanded a 33% Nielsen volume share of the soda category across all 7 regions, and an additional 3% with Diet Coke. At that time, Ambev's leading brands were Guaraná Antarctica and Pepsi, 21 As noted above, in addition to upward and downward mobility, another demographic force affecting M EA,gt , M N A,gt , M P,gt is (net) rural-to-urban migration. We capture this process via changes in the size of urban population numbers, assuming that households migrating to the city are initially "Poor." (See Assumption 1 below.) 22 To illustrate our computations by way of an example from the IBOPE data, in the South region there were: (i) in t = 1 (Dec-96/Jan-97), 3149 (thousand urban) ABC households and 2116 DE households, and (ii) in t each with an 8% Nielsen volume share (recall that we examine sales of family-size bottles through the self-service channel). Both firms heavily advertised their brands, and distributed them nationally (Salvo 2009 describes the industry in further detail, including vertical relations.)
In contrast to the established duopoly, fringe players ran small-scale operations, in most cases individually covering a fraction of a state, and focusing their "merchandising" efforts on securing shelf space via low prices, as they were quite readily substitutable by retailers. Having hovered around a 15% volume share of the soda category at least since 1980 (Salvo 2009 ), the fringe began growing strongly in the mid 1990s, in the wake of the country's stabilization plan and the ensuing demographic shift.
Trade accounts report that a shift in distribution technology in the early 1990s also lowered barriers to entry, with the inexpensive non-returnable 2-liter PET bottle replacing the returnable proprietary glass bottle (this was returned to the bottler for reuse, requiring a certain level of sophistication and scale). No census of fringe operators exists, but industry sources suggest that following three years of substantial entry, the number of firms selling generic soda may have reached 500 by 1999. Over the first 30 months of the sample, from December 1996 to May 1999, the growth of the fringe markedly outpaces that of their established rivals. While premium brands held prices broadly flat, at R$ 1.15 (per liter), prices in the fringe declined gradually but relentlessly, from R$ 0.90 to R$ 0.60. 24 Falling generic prices are consistent with substantial entry and capacity expansion in the fringe, as competitive firms passed efficiency gains through to consumers. In mid 1999, the Coca Cola Co. cut its prices by more than 20%, a move that was soon matched by Ambev. Fringe prices did not respond in the sense that they did not deviate from their trend, consistent with competitive behavior. Concomitant with this abrupt premium price cut, the generic share stopped growing, having doubled in the preceding 30 months, as indicated in the two lower panels of Figure 3 -the left panel reports volume shares of the soda category (with premium and generic shares summing to one), whereas the right panel corresponds to our construction of the "share of the family dinner table" (e.g., 1 G g j∈A s jgt for premium).
The model
In this section, we develop a model of consumer demand that allows us to study the intertwined processes of upward socioeconomic mobility and growth of generic brands. A salient feature of our approach is that consumer utility, and hence demand, exhibits a persistence attribute with respect to type of brand consumed ("premium" versus "generic"). In Section 4 we will find that controlling for this feature is essential to eliciting heterogeneous price sensitivities that accord with intuition, specifically that newly affluent households display an intermediate level of sensitivity when compared with their established affluent and poor counterparts.
Model setup
In every period t, a household belongs to one of three socioeconomic groups (EA, N A, P ) (again, established affluent, newly affluent or poor) and, consistent with the data, we allow for mobility across these groups over time. The J soft drink brands are vertically classified as either premium brands (referred to for brevity as "A" brands) or generics ("B" brands). In practice, as explained above, we have eight A brands and a single aggregate of generics, classified as a B brand. A household's current preferences over substitute soft drink brands j = 1, ..., J depend on its current socioeconomic standing and, as we motivate below, also depend on the household's previous-period consumption by virtue of a persistence mechanism. Specifically, we differentiate households who, in the preceding period, consumed: (i) a premium A brand, (ii) a generic B brand, or (iii) did not consume soda at all (label the outside option set O). Combining the three socioeconomic groups and the three types of recent brand history, there are nine household types, which we denote by:
Thus, for example, a current-period household who is newly affluent and chose generics in the previous period is of type r = N A B , whereas an established affluent household who consumed a premium brand in the preceding period is of type r = EA A .
We denote the fractions of the nine types out of (region-period) market gt's household population by:
such that r F r,gt = 1, and we refer to F gt as the type-distribution vector for market gt.
The indirect utility of household i of type r in market gt from consuming brand j is given by:
where the first term δ jgt denotes the (market-specific) household-invariant "base utility" from brand j:
with: (i) vector x jgt containing elements capturing non-price characteristics such as brand-region fixed effects, region-specific time trends, seasonal effects, brand advertising covariates and market temperature, a natural demand shifter for soft drinks; (ii) price p jgt as defined above; (iii) ξ jgt reflecting a (brand-market specific) utility shock that is observed by firms and consumers, but unobserved to the econometrician; and (iv) (α, β) are coefficients to be estimated. Notice that α is a common, "base" price sensitivity parameter, and that we next allow different socioeconomic groups to differ in price sensitivity. The second and third terms in (1) introduce household-type heterogeneity (in that they depend on the type r) as follows. The parameter α r is a household-type specific shifter of the base price sensitivity α, which in practice we define as follows:
This implies that while α is the price sensitivity of poor households, the sums (α + α EA ) and (α+α N A ) are the price sensitivities of the established affluent and the newly affluent, respectively. We expect α < 0, α EA > α N A > 0 and (α + α EA ) < 0 (which jointly imply that (α + α N A ) < 0). The variable 1{persistence} jr in (1) is defined as
The intuition underlying this term in the utility function is that households' affinity toward a current brand choice are affected by fairly recent consumption patterns. The persistence we capture here is the tendency, beyond that captured by one's price sensitivity α r , to consume a given type of brand: one either has a "habit" of consuming premium soda or a habit of consuming generic soda. Specifically, consuming any A brand j ∈ A in the previous period increases one's utility from consuming any A brand j ∈ A in the current period by a magnitude of λ. Similarly, consuming any B brand j ∈ B in the previous period shifts one's utility from consuming any B brand j ∈ B in the current period by λ.
It is important to note the difference between this model and models of "brand loyalty," where past consumption of a particular brand affects the current utility of consuming that particular brand. Such models have been explored in the economics and marketing literatures as outlined in the Introduction. In contrast, our framework offers a different type of habit formation: the habit to pick an expensive, highly-advertised item-or a cheap substitute-in a given product category. As detailed below, we offer a novel estimation strategy to capture this effect, and demonstrate its importance in the context of a fast-growing market.
We interpret former P&G CEO Alan Lafley's notion of "commodity hell" as a situation where a large mass of consumers "became used to" paying low prices for, in our setting, soft drinks (P&G being a premium brand seller and heavy advertiser). It is then hard to persuade these consumers to pay as much as 100% more for a heavily advertised premium brand. In the opposite case, if one is used to paying premium prices for an "A brand," that habit may also persist and increase the future utility from consuming premium brands. For parsimony, we allow both of these "habits" (a habit for premium and a habit for generic) to have the same magnitude λ, but a richer specification can allow these magnitudes to differ.
The notion captured by this model is that a non-trivial portion of the A-brand price premium extracts surplus that derives from "non-physical" product characteristics, stemming from differential advertising, and the strength of this "brand type image" in a consumer's mind depends on recent consumption choices. A household who "goes generic" rather than "stays premium" realizes that the quality of a generic is not that shoddy, and the relative utility from consuming a B brand over an A brand in the next period rises by 2λ.
It seems natural that, as a lower middle class emerges, there is a growing mass of "new consumers" who are affluent enough to buy soft drinks, yet more price-sensitive than the established affluents. These households are therefore more likely to, at least, try out a generic substitute and develop a habit for "going generic." For premium brands to win such customers over from the generic habit is, as a figure of speech, "2λ more difficult" in this model than in a model that does not have this persistence feature.
We refer to this baseline specification as the Brand Type Persistence (BTP) model, and it is on this specification that we base our empirical work. Below we describe two variants of this model that we estimate for comparison purposes. One of these variants allows for what we shall refer to as "soda category persistence (SCP)," where the habit that develops is toward consuming soda in general, rather than of a particular brand type. The second model variant ("no persistence," NP) does not include a persistence feature.
Note also that what we have in mind by "preceding period" is a time interval such as a month (or two) of consumption, consistent with our product market data, i.e., likely longer than the interval between shopping trips. While this is an obvious simplification (in particular, we do not allow for the full history of consumption choices to affect current utility), this is consistent with the extant marketing and economics literature of which we are aware (e.g., Dubé, Hitsch and Rossi 2010).
Finally, we model consumers as making static, current-period choices to maximize currentperiod utility. In other words, consumers are not forward-looking and do not internalize the effect of consumption today on their future utility. Given that soft drinks are: (i) non-durable goods, and (ii) relatively inexpensive items over which decisions are likely made with less-thanperfect foresight, we view these static consumer decisions as an appropriate modeling choice.
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Nonetheless, the demand patterns implied by this model do reflect a dynamic "persistence" feature, and we seek to understand how this feature interacts with the dynamics in demography (i.e., socioeconomic mobility), and its implications for the competition between premium and generic brands.
The last term in the utility function, ijgt , represents household and product-specific shocks that follow the Type I Extreme Value distribution and are i.i.d. across households, brands and markets. We complete the utility specification by defining the utility from the outside option, u i∈r,j=0,gt = i,0,gt .
The model's parameters to be estimated are, therefore, denoted θ = β, α, α EA , α N A , λ . In the tradition of the literature on estimating random-coefficient logit models, we classify these into two subsets: the "linear parameters" are θ 1 = β, α and the "non-linear parameters" are θ 2 = λ, α EA , α N A (Nevo 2000) . As explained below, we extend this literature by showing how to incorporate into the estimation routine a dynamic demographic process that requires evaluating, for each guess of the model's non-linear parameters, a prediction for the evolution of the type-distribution F gt . This process involves inverting the market-share function in each period in order to recover the type-distribution vector for the next period, and to follow this process forward over the 57 periods in each evaluation of the GMM objective function (see Subsection 3.3.1 below).
The share of type-r households consuming brand j in market gt is given by the logit formula:
26 An alternative is to follow the dynamic estimation literature and model consumers as maximizing an infinite-horizon utility function, making perfect predictions about the future path of prices and utility levels associated with soft-drink brands. Given the nature of the product, we view this as both an unnecessary and unjustified extension.
This notation reflects the fact that s j,r,gt (θ) are model predictions and they depend on the value of the model's parameters.
The aggregate share of brand j in market gt is the weighted sum of the shares of brand j among household types r = 1, ..., R, where the weights are the fractions of the market's population that belong in these types:
In the tradition of the literature on estimating random-coefficient logit models of differentiated product demand (Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes 1995, BLP), we estimate θ by matching the model predictions for aggregate market shares s jgt (θ) from equation (4) with the observed values of these market shares in the Nielsen data.
Our work follows the literature on demand estimation in which consumer heterogeneity takes the form of discrete types (e.g., Berry, Carnall and Spiller 1996, Kalouptsidi 2010). As is usual in such models, we do not observe type-specific shares that can be matched with the model predictions from (3). However, once θ that match aggregate shares are estimated, predictions for type-specific shares and elasticities follow. It is also worth noting that in this literature, the population fractions of the various types are often unobserved and are estimated as additional model parameters. In contrast, as explained below, our framework generates the fractions F r,gt by combining data on socioeconomic mobility with model predictions for consumption choices.
Of particular interest are the household-type specific elasticities. The household-type-r specific own-price (j = k) and cross-price (j = k) elasticities of demand for brand j are computed from:
where, for brevity we omit the argument θ, and,
The aggregate price elasticities of demand for brand j are:
F r,gt · ∂s j,r,gt ∂p kgt .
Two additional variants on the modeling of persistence in tastes. To develop further insight into our baseline demand model just described, we also consider two model variants. These variants change only the structure of the persistence component in the utility function.
Model variant 1 ("Soda Category Persistence," SCP) This model variant captures persistence in the tendency to consume soda of any kind, as opposed to persistence in the tendency to consume premium versus generic brands. It defines the persistence term as:
and j ∈ A ∪ B 0 otherwise
In this model variant, the current-period utility from consuming any soda brand (premium or generic) is shifted by λ if the household consumed any soda in the previous period, i.e., the household has "adopted" soda consumption as part of its lifestyle.
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Model variant 2 ("No Persistence," NP) A third model we estimate constrains λ to zero, disallowing state dependence in preferences. We estimate this model to provide further insight into the implications of controlling for our hypothesized persistence mechanism when analyzing demand in the market we consider.
Dynamic type evolution
Having characterized the current-period utility function for each household type, and the typespecific and aggregate demand for each brand, we now describe the data-driven process of mobility, across the nine types, that households experience over time. We explain how we compute the "type-distribution" vector F gt defined in Subsection 3.1. Recall that this nine-element vector captures the fraction of market gt's household population that belongs in each of the nine types.
We begin by computing F g1 for regions g = 1, ...7 from the information in our Data Source 3 (HEX 95/96). As explained in Section 2, that survey allows us to link a household's socioeconomic standing (which we classify, following IBOPE, as either ABC or DE) to its consumption choice (A brand, B brand, or no soda). By virtue of the survey having been conducted shortly before the start of our Nielsen market-level sample, we use these fractions as "initial values" for our type-distribution vector. Recall that for period t = 1, for each region, our model sets the number of established affluent and poor households equal to the number of ABC and DE households, respectively, with the number of newly affluents set to zero. To be clear, for each region g = 1, ..., 7, the fraction of HEX ABC (resp., DE) households who consume an A brand, a B brand or no soda is used to set the values of F EA A ,g1 , F EA B ,g1 , F EA O ,g1 (resp., F P A ,g1 , F P B ,g1 , F P O ,g1 ), whereas F N A A ,g1 , F N A B ,g1 , F N A O ,g1 are set to zero.
We now explain how, for a given guess of the model's parameters, these fractions are updated forward for periods t = 2, ..., 57. In the next subsection we explain the procedure of estimating this model using GMM. As we clarify there, since every guess for the model's parameters predicts a different evolution path of F gt over t = 2, ..., 57, such predictions are made as part of each evaluation of the GMM objective function.
For the purpose of illustration, let us fix region g and period t (i.e., the gt market) and assume that the type-distribution vector F gt is given. We now explain how, given a guess for the model's parameters, we can update forward and find the type-distribution vector F g(t+1) . Repeating this updating process for t = 1, ..., 56 (noting from above that F g1 is known) yields the full trajectory of the type distribution over the sample period.
Intuitively, a guess of the model's parameters yields a prediction of the shares (and masses) of type-r households who purchase any premium or generic brand in period t via equation (3). Had we not allowed social mobility, the computation of F g(t+1) would be straightforward by simply summing, across the three types in each socioeconomic group, the number of individual households who in period t consumed a given brand type (premium or generic), and dividing this sum by the period (t + 1) total household population. For instance, F EA A ,g(t+1) would have been obtained by:
# of period-t EA
A buying A+ # of period-t EA B buying A+ # of period-t EA O buying A Period (t + 1) household population
The social mobility process, however, complicates these computations substantially. For instance, some of period-t poor will become period-(t + 1) newly affluent, if aggregate upward mobility is detected between the two periods in the IBOPE data. We may also witness aggregate downward mobility, in which case some of period t's newly affluent will join the ranks of period (t + 1)'s poor. Complicating matters even further is migration from rural areas to the urban markets that our three datasets cover.
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To incorporate information on aggregate social mobility, we need a set of assumptions on this process. These are summarized below: Assumption 1. The following patterns characterize the process of mobility across the nine household types:
(i) The share of households moving "up" from POOR to NEWAFF who consumed an A brand (resp., B brand) in the previous period is equal to the overall share of POOR who consumed an A brand (resp., B brand) in the previous period;
(ii) The share of households moving "down" from NEWAFF to POOR who consumed an A brand (resp., B brand) in the previous period is equal to the overall share of NEWAFF who consumed an A brand (resp., B brand) in the previous period; (iii) Any increase (resp., decline) in the region's urban household population is interpreted as migration from (resp., migration to) the rural area outside the urban region;
(iv) Households migrating into the urban region join the POOR group and did not consume soda in the previous period, prior to migrating (i.e., these migrants join P O types);
(v) Households migrating out of the urban region leave the POOR group, and consumed soda in the previous period according to the shares of A brands, B brands and the outside good consumed by the POOR in that period (i.e., these migrants leave P A , P B and P O types).
The appendix illustrates this detailed process by way of an example. Assumption 1 is needed for "accounting" purposes, i.e., to allow us to keep track of the masses (and fractions) of various household types over time. One may wonder whether these assumptions are too strong, in particular, part (iv) which states that rural migrants into the urban areas have a "no soda" habit upon their migration. We believe such an assumption to be reasonable since we model purchases in self-service outlets (supermarkets) that are prevalent in Brazil's urban areas. Since we model consumption habits, not endowing rural migrants with habits to either pick a premium brand or grab a generic off the supermarket shelf seems plausible.
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Notice that, in general, one is not likely to have reliable and comprehensive micro-level data that keeps track of households' consumption choices as well as their socioeconomic standing over time, particularly in a market that is in a state of flux. We thus view the tools developed here-which rely on rich aggregate demographic data-as a methodological contribution.
Identification and estimation
The estimation procedure
We now outline the procedure that estimates the utility parameter vector θ. This procedure is a novel contribution to the literature in that it incorporates into the familiar method of estimating random coefficient logit models the feature that tracks the evolution of region-specific type distributions over time.
While there is a developed literature on estimating such models in which consumers are classified into discrete types, these types are often abstract groupings of "similar" consumers for which population weights are parameters to be estimated. 30 In our method, these population weights are computed from a combination of data (the IBOPE data that classifies households into different socioeconomic groups) and model predictions regarding the fractions within each socioeconomic group that consumed premium (resp., generic) brands in the preceding period and therefore have a premium (resp., generic) habit in the current period. The fact that model predictions for period t affect the type distribution in period t + 1 requires us to incorporate a dynamic updating routine into each evaluation of the GMM objective function. Conditional on a type-distribution vector F gt , each guess of the model's parameters yields a prediction for the period-t brand shares for each household type, and thus a prediction for aggregate shares. Inverting the aggregate market share function (using the BLP contraction mapping) allows us to recover period-t base utilities for each brand δ jgt and obtain values for the disturbances ξ jgt . We then use the type-specific period-t shares, data on social mobility, and Assumption 1, to predict a type-distribution vector for the next period (t + 1), i.e., F g(t+1) .
Starting at period t = 1, the process (including the inversion of the market share function) is repeated for periods t = 2, ..., 57 and allows us to compute the demand unobservables ξ for every brand in every region-period market. Note the unique feature that the market-share inversion for period t + 1 actually depends on information obtained from the inversion of that equation in period t. As a consequence, these inversions cannot be performed independently but rather they must be performed in a recursive fashion.
Once the unobservables ξ are computed for each brand in each region-period market, given the current guess of the model parameters, we proceed along familiar lines from the literature on estimating random coefficient logit models. Specifically, as discussed in detail in Subsection 3.3.2. below, we make the identifying assumption that these demand unobservables are meanindependent of a set of instruments Z. This allows us to construct a GMM objective function that is minimized at parameter values that minimize the correlation between the instruments and the demand unobservables.
We now outline the algorithm's steps, leaving the exact form of the objective function and other details to the appendix.
Pick a generic guess forθ 2 (non-linear parameters).
2. For each region g = 1, ..., 7, perform the following: givenθ 2 and F g1 , invert J market-share equations (4) to retrieve ∆ g1 = δ 1g1 , ..., δ Jg1 , the period-1 vector of base utilities for each of the J brands. Stack all these first-period base utilities in a (7J × 1) vector ∆ 1 .
3. For each region g = 1, ..., 7 and type r = 1, ..., R, use household-type specific brand-share equation (3) to predict the shares of type-r households who purchase each type of brand (A brands or B brands) in period 1.
4. Use these period-1 type-r A-brand and B-brand shares, the data on how the size of each socioeconomic group within each region evolves, and Assumption 1 to update forward, for each region g = 1, ..., 7, the proportion of households in period 2 who belong to each of the R types, F g2 .
5. Repeat steps 2-5 for periods t = 2, ..., T .
6. Stack the base utility vectors ∆ t for all periods, regions and brands in the vector δ(θ 2 ). Evaluate the GMM objective at the guessθ 2 .
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7. Update the guessθ 2 and repeat the above steps until we find the value of θ 2 that minimizes the GMM objective.
Identification
How can a persistence feature be identified in a random-coefficient logit model? In the absence of household-level panel data, it is not a priori clear how persistence can be separately identified from mean-utility levels as either characteristic can imply high, persistent market shares for popular brands. We now argue that the rich variation in our data enable us to identify not only persistence but also consumer heterogeneity under the persistence structure of the baseline model. In Section 4, we will show that controlling for persistence in the way we do actually helps us identify heterogeneity in household price sensitivity; in particular, the structure we build into our baseline model yields the compelling result that newly affluent households display levels of price sensitivity that are intermediate between the established affluent and the poor. We next explain how we exploit two kinds of cross-regional and time-series variation in the data: socioeconomic transitions and variation in price.
Socioeconomic transitions. The first type of data variation we exploit is the shifting demographics-both the growth of the middle class from 1996/97 on and the subsequent partial reversion during the recession that started around 2000/01. These shifts provide a key source of variation. Importantly, these socioeconomic transitions occurred at differential rates across regions. This intra-region temporal variation is important since our inclusion of brand-region fixed effects should soak up fixed differences across regions in the tastes for brands and for soda; households in some regions may on average value certain brands, or soda as a category, more than households in other regions, e.g., for cultural or historical reasons.
To illustrate how shifting demographics help identify the parameters in our model, consider two regions that vary widely as to how their socioeconomic composition evolved over the sample period: region 1 (states in the Northeast) and region 4 (São Paulo Metro). The following tables depict some socioeconomic and product market data points for these two regions: At the start of our sample period, region 1 is substantially poorer than region 4 (65% of region 1's urban households are poor vis-à-vis 36% for region 4) and, at the same time, exhibits lower soda penetration relative to its wealthier counterpart (87% of region 1's households do not consume soda against 61% for region 4). Notice that this cross-sectional variation can in principle be explained not only by the poor being more price sensitive than the established affluent, but also by region 1 potentially exhibiting a lower preference for soda relative to region 4. This latter variation will thus be captured by the brand-region fixed effects. It is, therefore, the intra-region temporal variation in the socioeconomic composition of households that helps us pin down the heterogeneity in price sensitivities.
% Urban
To see this, notice that from 1997 to 2000, region 1 boasted stronger upward mobility relative to region 4: by 2000, 24% of region 1's households were newly affluent compared with 16% of region 4's households. Over these same years, region 1's soda penetration, 1− s 0,gt , grew substantially, from 13% to 18% (in proportionate terms, 5 points in 13), while soda penetration in region 4 was about flat. In particular, generic brands in region 1 enjoyed a huge gain in share, s B,gt , from 0.3% to 5.0% (in region 4, the share of generics "only" doubled).
Notice that our model allows price sensitivity to vary by socioeconomic standing, i.e., different price sensitivities can characterize the established affluents, the newly affluents and the poor. Variation in the sizes of such consumer groups thus changes the aggregate price sensitivity within each region. As a consequence, we use the co-variation of these shifts in aggregate price sensitivities, on the one hand, and soda market shares, on the other hand, to identify price sensitivity effects.
Another important demographic shift is the reversal in upward mobility that we observe after 2000, and the differential effects of this recession in the different regions. As the tables above indicate, region 1 saw the proportion of newly affluent households shrink considerably, from 24% in 2000 to 15% by 2003, yet the penetration of soda consumption did not fall. 32 In fact, the share of soda, and particularly the share of generics, continued rising, albeit at lower rates than previously. Importantly, the recession was not accompanied by declining soda prices (see Figure 3) . As a consequence, households' tendency to continue consuming soda despite being hit by a recession is suggestive of persistence in preferences. This data variation is thus quite effective in identifying the parameter λ in our model. It nicely exemplifies how persistence manifests itself directly in our data-as opposed to being an artifact of our econometric strategy. We provide another such example below.
While the above discussion explained how social mobility helps identify both price sensitivities and persistence in preferences, we argue that controlling for one of these features actually helps us identify the other. In particular, imagine that we did not allow for a persistence feature in preferences. Our model would then interpret the recessionary period in the data as evidence that the poor are "not that price sensitive" when it comes to soda consumption (since all one would see through the lens of such a model is an increasingly poor population consuming stable amounts of soda). In this model, it would be difficult to elicit greater price sensitivity among poor households compared to the more affluent groups. Indeed, in Subsection 4.2 below we show that our "no persistence" model variant is outperformed by our baseline model in terms of picking up the heterogeneity in price sensitivities among the different groups.
Controlling for persistence, therefore, is not only important in its own right, but plays an important role in identifying other dimensions of household preferences. To our knowledge, this is the first paper that makes this point. We view this modeling ingredient as particularly important when studying demand in emerging markets.
It is also worth noting that shifting demographics can help identify demand elasticities even in markets which experience price stability, such as the later part of the sample period (though the data does exhibit helpful price variation as discussed next). The within-region co-movement between the socioeconomic composition of households and aggregate market shares, when prices remain unchanged, is then explained by the heterogeneous household behavior, i.e., by shares s j,r,gt which vary across household types r by virtue of the parameters θ 2 .
Price variation. The second kind of data variation that we exploit for identification stems from price variation which we argue to be exogenous to unobservable demand shocks at the 32 Also recall figures 1 and 2, and note the suggestive contrast between soda and cement consumption.
region-period level ξ jgt .
First, consider the gradual but relentless price reduction in the competitive fringe over the period 1996 to 2000. The close substitutability among each of these generic brands suggests that their price should, to a large extent, stay close to their marginal cost of production and distribution. This view suggests that the decline in fringe prices was driven predominantly by supply (cost) side considerations rather than being a response to unobserved demand shocks. In particular, one may imagine that expanding capacity and scale, learning effects and exit of lessefficient generic producers may all have contributed to declining costs, and thus prices, within the competitive fringe.
Through most of the period of declining fringe prices, generics were able to grow substantially at the expense of the premium brands and the outside good. To stay with the examples from the data (see the table of shares above), between 1997 and 2000: (i) in region 1, s B,gt grew by 5 points, with s A,gt (i.e., 1 − s B,gt − s 0,gt ) holding up quite well; and (ii) in region 4, s B,gt grew by 6 points, and at the expense of s A,gt . Intuitively, such co-movement in prices and shares can be picked up by the heterogeneous price sensitivity and persistence that our baseline model allows for. Of note, it is in region 1 that the reduction in the price of generics is most pronounced, concomitant with that region's strong upward mobility and steep growth in soda penetration, particularly of the generic type. 33 We further argue, following Salvo (2009) , that the premium brands' abrupt and substantial price cut in mid 1999 was exogenous to demand unobservables. The argument rests on the notion that this large and sudden price drop was plausibly a response to the demographic shifts and expansion of the fringe that we observe over 1996-1999, and not a response to some sudden unobserved mid-1999 demand shock caught up in the residual (noting that we also control for advertising intensity, weather shocks and different forms of drift).
Recall that, following this abrupt price cut, the growth of generics petered out-but it did not reverse. This can be seen in the tables above, for two regions, and in Figure 3 , for all regions combined. We view this feature of the data as further evidence of persistence in preferences, and, specifically, as evidence for our Brand Type Persistence (BTP) mechanism. That is, a habit for "going generic" among a share of households made it more difficult for Coca Cola to win them over, even via a drastic price cut. The price cut did, however, help protect premium brands from further market share losses.
While the above paragraphs might suggest that major sources of price variation in our sample (i.e., the steady price decline in the fringe and the abrupt premium price cut) could be viewed as exogenous to demand unobservables, in general prices are treated as endogenous in our framework. We address this endogeneity in a manner consistent with the bulk of the demand estimation literature: we instrument for the endogeneity of prices. In particular, as explained in the description of the estimation procedure in Subsection 3.3.1 above, we interact the demand unobservables ξ with instruments for which there is a strong case for exogeneity and which effectively shift prices via shifting markups and costs. We then search for parameters that induce the correlation between the demand unobservables and the instruments to be as close to zero as possible. Additional details on this GMM procedure can be found in the appendix.
We adopt the demand instruments used by Salvo (2009) . 34 In what follows, we briefly explain how we control for potential price endogeneity, referring the reader to Section III(i) of Salvo (2009) for more detailed discussion. We specify three classes of demand instruments (and, in the appendix, further consider the robustness of our identification strategy). The first class of instruments is afforded by the premium brands' abrupt price cut, as justified in the preceding paragraph. In practice, we generate a dummy variable which takes on the value 1 for all time periods after July 1999, and interact it with brand-region fixed effects, thus allowing the effects of this supply-side shift to vary by brand within each region. The second class of demand instruments borrows from Hausman, Leonard and Zona (1994). Specifically, we use each brand's price in the other regions to instrument for its price in a given region. The identifying assumption is that a brand's prices across the different regions are correlated through a common cost structure or through common shifts in the way firms strategically interact, not least the mid 1999 premium price cut (which was synchronized across regions). We believe that common demand unobservables (e.g., Bresnahan 1997a, 1997b) are of lesser concern in our setting, due to two key reasons: (i) the inclusion of region-specific brand-level advertising controls (which are often absent in demand studies), on top of other demand observables; and (ii) the considerable regional variation in demand and thus the very local nature of Brazilian soft drink distribution and promotion. It is worth noting that, perhaps unsurprisingly, the penetration of national retailers is still limited relative to the United States.
Factor prices comprise the third and final set of exclusion restrictions. These classic costshifters, assumed to be uncorrelated with unobserved demand shocks, include refined sugar prices, plastic and other packaging prices, and different energy prices (electricity, road transport). Table 2 reports estimates for the baseline model, which allows for "brand-type persistence." Varying across the three reported specifications is the inclusion or not of linear time trends in the vector of base utility covariates x: the specification in column 1 does not include trends, column 2 specifies (seven) region-specific time trends, and column 3 allows these time trends to also vary at the brand level (i.e., 9 × 7 = 63 brand-and-region trends are included). Trends in column 2, for example, thus account for the possibility that unobservable tastes for soda vary linearly over time at the regional level. In all three specifications, x additionally includes: (i) (63) brand-and-region fixed effects; (ii) five bimonthly seasonal dummies (Dec/Jan being the peak summer season, and Oct/Nov being the omitted category); (iii) market gt's mean temperature (to illustrate within-season variation, winter temperatures in the southern region 6 averaged 15. Pepsi's GRP were 351 and 598 respectively in these same markets).
Estimates and counterfactuals
Baseline model: Brand Type Persistence
We find that across all specifications, estimates are intuitively signed and highly statistically significant. 35 In particular, we obtain that established affluent households, while still caring about prices (i.e., (α + α EA ) < 0), are less price sensitive than the newly affluent (α EA > α N A ), who in turn are less price sensitive than the poor (α N A > 0, α < 0). The estimated brand-type persistence parameter λ of this model (i.e., a taste or inertia for consuming a certain brand type-premium or generic) is significantly positive, a mechanism we will subsequently interpret in light of the above-mentioned model variants. Further, base utility estimates are significantly increasing in: (i) the peak summer season; (ii) temperature, controlling for seasonality; and (iii) advertising intensity, controlling for seasonality. The lower portion of Table 1 summarizes the heterogeneous price sensitivities first by way of aggregate own-price elasticities, η jj,gt , for a handful of brands j, followed by household-type-r specific own elasticities, η jj,r,gt (in both cases, the table reports elasticities averaged over markets gt). In column 2 (unless noted otherwise, we hereafter refer to this specification), a 1% increase in the price of Coke lowers aggregate demand for Coke by 1.6%, compared with slightly higher elasticities of −1.9 to −2.0 for the other three leading premium brands, Guaraná Antarctica, Fanta and Pepsi. As the table illustrates for Coke, price sensitivity is decreasing in the household's socioeconomic standing (e.g., η Coke,P A = 4.1 > η Coke,N A A = 2.2 > η Coke,EA A = 1.3), and, within socioeconomic group, the demand for a certain type of brand (i.e., premium or generic) is less elastic for households who have developed a habit to consume that particular brand type (e.g., η Coke,N A B = 3.0 > η Coke,N A A = 2.2). Thus, past consumption of premium brands lowers a household's elasticity for Coke (whether the household is established affluent, newly affluent or poor) and, similarly, past consumption of generics lowers its elasticity for generics. To further illustrate, Figure 4 plots the temporal evolution of own elasticities, by household type, for Coke brand in region 4.
As for generics, the mean estimated aggregate own-price elasticity is −0.75. While this value may seem low, remember that this "brand" is actually an aggregation of the many similar generic brands available in the market, and that each of these individual generic brands faces fierce competition from each other and much more elastic demand than the fringe of generics as a whole.
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The model indicates that, compared to the established affluent, newly affluent households consume a disproportionate amount of discounted generics relative to premium brands, a result that follows intuitively from the estimated price sensitivities. Similarly, the poor consume a disproportionate amount of generics relative to premium brands when compared to the newly affluent. Taking means across all regions and time periods, the estimated premium and generic shares are: (i) 37% and 17%, respectively, among established affluent households (with the outside good accounting for the remaining 46% share), i.e., a 2.1:1 premium-to-generic ratio; (ii) 14% and 12%, respectively, among newly affluent households, or a 1.1:1 ratio; and (iii) 2.6% and 4.1%, respectively, among poor households, or a 0.6:1 ratio. The fitted baseline model supports casual observation that the new middle class consumes more than the poor (an inside share of 25% against 7%), yet is not as price insensitive as the established affluent (with an inside share of 54%). These premium and generic shares by socioeconomic group are reported in Table 5 , below, alongside shares estimated under each of the model variants (described below).
Counterfactual: What if premium brands failed to cut prices?
One of the striking features of the data is the premium brands' sharp price cut, led by CocaCola, almost halfway through the period. As the solid lines in the left panel of Figure 5 show (for region 5, but the variation is similar for other regions), prices in the fringe declined gradually from R$ 0.80 to R$ 0.55 between late 1996 and mid 2000, while premium brand prices stayed broadly flat at about R$ 1.15 until mid 1999, then dropping-abruptly-to R$ 0.90 and staying at this lower level. (All prices per liter, and recall that in constant terms.)
We employ the baseline model to predict how shares would have evolved had the established firms not cut prices by over 20%, instead keeping them at their early 1999 levels. This counterfactual price path is marked by the dashed line in the left panel of Figure 5 . In this counterfactual, we keep fringe prices equal to the ones observed in the data (i.e., those observed in the presence of the premium price cut). This assumption is justified by the competitive nature of the fringe, implying that fringe prices cannot deviate much from marginal costs (in further support of this competitive view, note that there was no apparent price response from the fringe to the actual price cut).
The right panel reports the estimated impact on aggregate market shares for premium brands and for generic brands (counterfactual share paths are again marked by dashed lines). In contrast to the actual scenario in which their decline was stemmed, the established brands' joint shareby not cutting prices-would have hit rock bottom at 12% by the winter of 2000, lower than the share of their generic counterparts.
It is worth noting that much of the counterfactual loss in premium brands' shares would go to the outside good, rather than to generics. For example, inside shares at actual (reduced premium brand) prices over 2001-02 average 46% (28% premium plus 18% generic) to be compared with inside shares of 39% (17% premium plus 22% generic) at (higher) counterfactual prices. This is suggestive of substantial market segmentation, likely amplified by the BTP mechanism that limits the scope for "business stealing" across product types. Still, the 4 percentage point growth in the generic share would have represented almost a one-quarter increase (+4.0/17.6) in the fringe's penetration. We further discuss this below. Tables 3 and 4 report estimates for the two variations of the baseline BTP model. In Table 3 , the persistence shock to utility from consuming a soda brand applies in the event of any type of brand-irrespective of whether premium or generic-having been consumed in the previous period. In Table 4 , there is no persistence: previous soda consumption does not shift current utility. Relative to the baseline model, price coefficients in both model variants are estimated to be lower (in absolute value). In particular, these estimates suggest that the poor are less price sensitive than in the baseline model, and we can now no longer reject (with region-level time trends included-again shown in column 2 in each table) that the newly affluent and the poor are equally price sensitive.
Model variants: Different persistence structures
For intuition on why we obtain such differential results across models, recall that one source of identification for λ is the recession that began around 2000, which saw a non-negligible proportion of newly affluent households fall back below the poverty line, yet soda consumption did not fall back to former levels (recall our earlier intuitive arguments for identification, as well as Figures  1 and 2) . In both the baseline model and the first variant, this co-movement is picked up by λ, whereas in the second variant λ is set to zero. Thus, in this no-persistence variant, it would appear that the newly affluent who fell from grace and returned to poverty, but who continued consuming soda into the recession, are not price sensitive. This explains whyα might be biased toward zero in the no-persistence model variant. The baseline model and the first model variant enjoy degrees of freedom which the more restrictive "no persistence" model does not.
As for the differential results across the baseline model and the first model variant, recall another key source of identification in the data: the 1999 premium brand price cut (one can make a similar argument on the basis of the 1996-2000 price reduction in the fringe). It is clear that the premium versus generic share response to such pronounced price variation is captured differently in the baseline model, with its brand-type specific persistence mechanism, relative to the variant in which persistence does not distinguish between previous premium or generic consumption.
We know from our Data Source 3 (the HEX 95/96) that the poor consume a disproportionate amount of discounted generics relative to premium brands as compared to the established affluent (and, from the baseline model, this is also the case for the newly affluent relative to the established affluent). Upon premium brands cutting prices and winning share, they attracted newly affluent and poor households who had previously consumed the outside good (or retained past consumers), given that the share of generics held up relatively well (i.e., it did not collapse)-households who had been consuming generics tended to continue doing so, as they were still not willing to pay for Coke at reduced prices (R$ 0.90) when generics at R$ 0.55 had been proving to their taste buds to be of reasonable quality. In the baseline model, this covariation is captured by a strong brand-type specific λ, freeing up the α's to work "properly." In the any-soda variant, the low generic share response to the premium price cut is confounded as lower price sensitivities for the poor and the newly affluent (who are disproportionately attracted to generics over established brands relative to the established affluent), i.e.,α andα N A are biased toward zero. Table 5 reports soda penetration and premium-to-generic consumption ratios by socioeconomic group predicted under each of the model variants, and compares these to the predicted levels and ratios that we discussed earlier for the baseline Brand Type Persistence (BTP) model. Comparing the Soda Category Persistence (SCP) model with BTP, the penetration of soda among poor households-particularly of premium brands-increases and that of newly affluent households decreases; under SCP, the poor are as likely to consume premium brands as they are to consume generics (a 1.0 premium-to-generic ratio), behavior which is similar to that displayed by the newly affluents (a 1.2 ratio). In the No Persistence (NP) model, the poor are predicted to consume more soda-and of either brand type-than the newly affluent, a result that is economically unappealing. Figure 6 reports shares in the same counterfactual experiment we implemented under the baseline model (premium brands not cutting prices), but this time under the Soda Category Persistence model variant, in the left panel, or the no-persistence variant, in the right panel (we stick to the region 5 illustration of Figure 5 , for the baseline model). Inspection of the two panels (model variants) relative to Figure 5 's right panel agrees with the intuition we just developed. The premium brands' counterfactual loss from not cutting prices, or equivalently, the premium brands' actual gain from cutting prices, is larger in the baseline model than it is were the data generating process to accord with either model variant.
Though examining the premium brands' pricing policy is the subject of a sequel paper, this finding does lend tentative support to the hypothesis that Coca-Cola acted rationally on cutting prices, particularly insofar that current market share is an "asset," predictive of future profit.
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By not cutting prices, premium shares are predicted by either model variant to counterfactually reach 15% in winter 2000, compared with a predicted "rock-bottom" 12% in the baseline model. In the same vein, the first and second model variants similarly predict that generics, when no longer faced with a price cut from their premium rivals, would hardly have gained ground (whereas the baseline model predicts that the penetration of generics would have risen from 15% to 17% by winter 2000).
These results suggest that it is the BTP model that provides the strongest support for the observed premium price cut. While all models show that premium brands would have suffered a substantial market share loss had they not cut prices, it is the BTP model that predicts the deepest damage to the premium brands' market position. 38 The intuition underlying this result has been developed extensively in this paper: it is in the "commodity hell" world of the BTP model that premium brands must act quickly and cut prices, to avoid having "too many" consumers develop a generic habit, leading to substantial difficulties convincing them thereafter to pay a much higher price for a premium brand.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have offered an empirical analysis of two salient features of the Brazilian soft drink market: the marked growth of a "new middle class," on the one hand, and the rapid growth of the generic fringe, on the other hand. Using unique data with very rich cross-sectional as well as temporal variation, we estimate a model that highlights two features which we deem highly important in this market: the heterogeneous price sensitivities of different socioeconomic groups, and persistent household preferences-of a special kind. The persistence we motivate and demonstrate empirically has to do with households developing a habit of "shopping premium" or "going generic." This mechanism captures a world in which premium brands have to act quickly in the wake of an emerging middle class. If they wait too long, a substantial mass of the "new middle class" might be captivated by the generic habit. It may then prove to be much more difficult to convince 37 See Bronnenberg, Dhar and Dubé (2009) on the persistence of brand market shares. 38 A preliminary back-of-the-envelope calculation indicates that it is the BTP model that also predicts the deepest $ damage to the premium brands had these not cut prices. Using information gleaned from Ambev's local SEC filings, conversation with industry insiders, among other sources we estimate that the premium brands' combined variable profit (excluding fixed costs) during the first three years after the price drop amounted to an actual R$ 1.9 billion, to be compared to R$ 1.5 billion had the price cut not occurred. The damage in profit had premium brands not cut prices is predicted to be lower by the two variant models. these consumers to pay much higher prices for a highly advertised premium brand.
As we motivate extensively, this paper wishes to add to several strands of literature. We develop a new model of habit formation and offer a new methodology for its estimation, relying mostly on more widely available aggregate data (as opposed to repeated observations at the household level which may not be available in an emerging market, or may fail to capture the dynamics of social mobility, such as rural-to-urban migration).
While our application focuses on the very concrete example of the Brazilian soft drink market, we view the issues that are tackled in this work as likely characterizing many consumer goods markets in the developing world. Consumers in emerging markets are viewed as an engine of growth for multinational firms and for the global economy as a whole. Understanding the microeconomics of competition in such markets (in particular the tough match multinational premium brands face from local "value players"), and particularly the features of demand in such markets, should be of great interest for policymakers and firms alike.
A Data sources and treatment [TO BE COMPLETED]
Provide IBOPE proportions over time by region; explain urban areas with population 20,000+ (later 10,000+); explain IBOPE proportions times IBGE PNAD's total number of urban households; linear interpolation to increase the frequency of the resulting series from annual to monthly / bimonthly frequency.
HEX 95/96: Carvalho Filho and Chamon (2011) discuss this survey in detail. List brand descriptions that we entered as "premium" and "generic";
39 describe "majority volume share" rule (including proportion of households consuming both premium and generic); describe how we map the cities surveyed in the HEX to the Nielsen regions; mention the good fit between HEX and IBOPE household data; discuss the intensive margin of household soda consumption. Describe additional data sources: advertising, meteorology, factor prices.
B Additional details B.1 Dynamic type evolution
Provide an example, as stated following Assumption 1 (TO BE COMPLETED).
B.2 The GMM objective
Steps 1-6 of the estimation algorithm detailed in subsection 3.3.1 yield a N ×1 vector δ(θ 2 ) (where N = 7 · 9 · 57) containing the base-utility levels of all brands in all regions in all time periods, given any generic value of the nonlinear parameters θ 2 . Conditioning on the full parameter vector θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ), one can obtain a vector ξ(θ), of the same dimension, that captures the base-utility unobservables. This is done by subtracting the systematic portion of the base-utility, for any brand j in any market gt:
For perspective, examples of the former include the brand descriptions (codes): Coca-Cola (9301), Pepsi (9302), Guaraná (9303), Fanta laranja, uva, limão (9304), Soda limonada (9307), Mirinda (9308), Sukita (9315), Pop laranja (9316) and Refrigeranté agua tônica (9349). Examples of the latter include: Refrigerante tubaína (9318), Refrigerante laranja exceto Fanta, Sukita, Pop, Crush (9339), Refrigerante cola exceto Coca-Cola e Pepsi-Cola (9340), Refrigerante cajú qualquer marca (9346) and Refrigerante Goianinha (9355). There were four ambiguous brand descriptions (codes): Refrigeranteágua natural (9310), Refrigerante gasosa (9319), Refrigerantes não especificado (9335) and Refrigerante dietético (9360). These ambiguous codes were designated premium status among households for whom the identifiable share of premium in total soda expenditure exceeded 50% and the identifiable share of generics was lower than 10% (and, similarly, with respect to designating these ambiguous codes generic status). Soda expenditure that remained ambiguous was then allocated in proportion to the household's expenditure on identified premium brands and identified generic brands. Finally, for the few households who purchased soda and no code was identified, we allocated expenditure among premium and generic according to (identified) expenditure shares within the same socioeconomic group and city. and stacking all these unobservables together. In what follows, it would be useful to denote the dimensions of θ 1 and θ 2 by K 1 and K 2 , respectively, and write this as:
where X is a N × K 1 matrix containing the base-utility covariates (notice that one of them is the price). Let Z be a N × L matrix of instruments. Our instruments contain all the elements of X except for price, as well as constructed instruments (see subsection 3.3.2 for a full description of the three classes of instruments that we use) where L > (K 1 + K 2 ). We let z i be a row vector with the instrument values corresponding to observation i:
The GMM objective is defined by:
A substantial reduction in computation time is achieved by noting (see BLP 1995, Nevo 2000) that, conditional on a guess for θ 2 , there is a closed-form solution for the parameters θ 1 that minimize the objective:
B.3 Robustness
[TO BE COMPLETED]
40 To be clear, an "observation" here is a particular brand-region-period combination. 
